CONTINUOUSLY MONITOR
CYBERSECURITY RESILIENCY

Instantly Monitor the Cybersecurity
Health of Your Vendors and Other Partners
While the overall security profile of the healthcare industry
has improved over the last year, we’re still not without threats. To
effectively combat risk, you must have continuous visibility into your
ecosystem’s cybersecurity posture. Through a new relationship with EPC USA and
SecurityScorecard, you now have help to manage this burden.
SecurityScorecard provides the most accurate rating of security risk for any organization worldwide.
The platform uses non-intrusive proprietary data collection methods and trusted commercial and open-source threat
feeds to quantitatively evaluate the cybersecurity posture of more than one million enterprises globally.
Predictive Capabilities. SecurityScorecard offers critical data points
through its proprietary factors analysis. Risk factors range from Network
Security to Application Security. Each factor is predictive: for example,
companies with a C, D, or F rating are up to five times more likely to
experience a data breach or face compliance penalties than those with an A
or B rating. Good grades make a difference.
Improve Your Ability to Meet HIPAA and other Compliance Challenges.
In order to facilitate an effective security and compliance program,
organizations must continually monitor their cybersecurity posture and that
of any third party. SecurityScorecard enables organizations to meet or exceed
regulation mandates regarding continuous monitoring while simplifying the
compliance process.
Powerful Threat Reconnaissance. SecurityScorecard’s unmatched threat
intelligence capabilities and attribution engine combine to deliver actionable
cybersecurity intelligence that enables the reduction of exploitable
vulnerabilities. Threat reconnaissance answers the questions: what assets are
at risk, and what entity do they belong to?
By leveraging SecurityScorecard’s proprietary collection capabilities and
utilizing commercial and open source threat intelligence feeds, you can
now identify vulnerable assets in your ecosystem to proactively eliminate
weaknesses and defeat threats.

Complete Visibility into
Third-party Risk
• Continuously monitor the
cybersecurity health of your
vendors today.
• Identify the security profile
of all of your vendors and
business partners.
• Leverage the breadth of data
across 10 risk factor groups.
• Clearly understand
cybersecurity posture.
• Send and manage security
questionnaires to your
vendors and automatically
validate them against
industry best practices and
compliance frameworks.

Implement Immediately. SecurityScorecard is easy to implement and immediately usable.
Reach out today to see how EPC USA and
SecurityScorecard can help you minimize your risk.
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